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Henco – We make your life easy!

Pipe straightener 

When you decoil Henco pipe, this pipe is not always straight. Then you try to do this 
by hand, in the best way possible. But not always very successfull. This belongs to the 
past with the Henco pipe straightener. This has the following advantages:

} Simplifies installation and reduces labour
} Easy to use
} Less material usage and waste
}  Accelerated flow for better efficiencies and  

reduced running costs
} Professional looking finish

It probably sounds familiar. Decoiled pipe which is difficult to straighten again, 
hardly no grip with short pieces of pipe for calibrating,... All kinds of inconveni-
ences that takes more time then you expected.

No more inconvenciences! Henco makes the life of the installer easy thanks to 
our smart tools.

BEFORE AFTER



Pipe holder

After you cut Henco pipe, you need to first calibrate the pipe before proceeding.  
What if this pipe is rather short? Not always convenient to have enough grip for a  
good calibration. Henco has found a solution. With the Henco pipe holder this job  
will be a piece of cake:

} Always sufficient grip when calibrating short pipe ends
} Prevents the pipe from turning too during calibration
} Inspired by the classic nutcracker model
} Henco blue anodised aluminium
} Lightweight tool
} Suitable for pipe diameters of 16 –20 –26 –32

Bending tool

The Henco bending tools have received a true upgrade. Not only do they look 
very stylish, they are also extremely practical to work with due to the following  
characteristics:

} Same price, improved quality
} Henco blue anodised aluminium
} Angle indicator engraved on the pipe segment
} Snap closure allows for handy storage
}  Bending arm always properly aligned with the pipe segment thanks to various  

left-and right-hand shaft sizes
} Improved pipe clip makes it easy to remove the pipe after bending
} Guaranteed the shortest possible pipe radius per diameter
} Bending range from 0°to 180°
} Available in diameter 16, 20 and 26



WE CARE TO CONNECT

PK-TOOL

This tool can be listed as a tool which makes your life easier while installing Henco 
products. With this ratchet key you realise an even quicker installation of threated 
Henco fittings:

} Light weight ratchet key
} Full grip around fitting profile
} Plastic body stays intact, even when applying extreme torque
} Key works as well in clock- as counterclockwise direction
} Maximum torque transition
} Size indication on handle
} Chromed handle
} Key gripping jaws in anodized aluminum
} Possibility to grip around mounted fittings due to specific closing mechanism
} Available in three sizes in a neat plastic case
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